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ALICE TARBUCK 

 
 
OUTWARD MOTION 

 

 

Everything feels like a bruise. I’m kicking the  
air from the inside. There are so many ways to be  
drunk at a bus-stop, until you’re too old suddenly, 
collapsed woman, robbed of outward 
motion.  
 
Nobody ever did anything good out of fear, or pain 
or out of being halfway down a mineshaft and thinking 
I’ll just press on. 
 
 

I desire is a fault line: don’t fall, 
stay a cup without holes, let nothing leak 

electricity from the eyes, rays from the umbilical  
dip, footprints a charming rouge from scenic walks 

over glass. Ursula is right, did her research – 
men want only what can’t see or talk to, 
your howls to the moon are grossly audible, 
sick at the bus-stop is grossly physical, unless you can 
make it a trick. 
 

Tell me again how to swallow silk enough to cough up 
ectoplasm on demand, because white soft cloth is  
exceptionally bland and might signal interest if cleverly used. 
 
(Shame is sucking candy, shame is the silly crescent on your wrist, 
it is a burnt and burning ground, best calmed with cream or milk.) 
 
Nobody ever did anything good out of séance, except 
make their mouths hungry to talk to the dead. All that 
want until the lights go dim, the silken cough enough to 
stop tongues. No message comes. 
 

 

 



CALLIE GARDNER 

 
 
from PLEASE FALL IN LOVE AND LEAVE ME ALONE 

 
 
 
11.  
 
are you a hierophant yet? 
it takes the final exam, disappearing 
under the bridge of your nose. 
to make a magician. either way, as vision 
resolves, you are summoned as a lens 
to work that stood against all, 
black-flag apparatus – neo-technicians of the anarchy sector 
might disclaim that we’re all together 
and in these correct operation/obligations. 
 
high-anxiety conditions. low sleep 
and less feeling. work every day. 
get offended, my good bitch – 
put this in a rarefied context 
and charge €15.95. work every day 
and you never have to (turning 
life to the needs of wastes, stilling 
into world endurance) work every day 
and you’ll never have to live a day in your life. 
  



 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
12. 
 
how about now? pronounced cute and dismal, 
i live up against pleasures destined, designed, 
designated not exactly to exclude me but  
certainly to grind into dist 
like the inswirling syprations 
of the thumb-summit collapsing, only 
for it to collapse again under my feet. 
i don’t have what it takes to be a nihilist, 
can only manage shiny patches of nonbeing in my firmament. 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
13.  
 
and again, what’s right about, assumed 
about, an idiom of success? i don’t  
remember the last time i was a name, 
the last i turned in impatient, crushing glee 
in the middle of the carpet – i reached back 
into the past and looked for closeness. 
teach me their ways, these instruments 
 
of all yearning. i made 
this reckless promise of a garden 
of palaces in the sunset that suffused 
our window like carrying dust to calvary 
(where does grip come from? why are my hands 
shaking?) with the pantomime of ages  

reaching out to its audience from moment to moment  



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
14. 
 
household gods i have known: the fridge demon; 
the sock eater; st. wifi; old man cistern; 
many capricious boilers; peter manson’s cactus; 
cat-as-pharaoh (terrestrial and divine); 
and whatever fringed augury is made 
by my hair collecting in disgusting sibylline 
toe-fossils in the scabby rental carpet. 
 
and i have left those idols to ferment 
in cutoff shorts where they no doubt belong – 
often, i think about this, how we weave 
those ends together, and how what we don’t need 
returns to the beginning like a lapse, 
the ectoplasmic substance of unhoped-for things 
wiped off on ghostly sheets; 
 
adhering conscientiously to this prescription of desire, 
the elders give gracious offerings 
in the little temple on the mount of venus.  
they love who and as they want to love, 
pick around dumped furniture for flowers  
in the abandoned square, give up their time, 
are a surprisingly big part of one another’s lives. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



MILES CHAMPION 
 
 

ABOUT THE TELEGRAPH 
 

 
     for Norma Cole 

 
 
 
Thomas and I are fixing 
a wireless on the roof 
of our garage 
 
 
 we have to 
get a stepladder . . .  put pink “gills” on its “umbrella” 
 

 
. . . keep discipline . . .  store up fats . . . 
 
 
watch for the shaggy-manes 

 
 
. . . struggle develops flavour 

 
 
hats add three inches to our height 

 
 
 “That’s got magic beaten!” 
 
 
 Our tools and hides came right out 
 when shoes began 
  

 

 
 

 
 
 
 



 

GIZEM OKULU 
 
 
 

POEM FOR THE SUN 
 

 
for Etel Adnan 

 
The sun is our lover but also  
Our enemy  
 
Emerging from the streets  
Reaching a new way of life 
Consistent and demanding  
So that you never feel lonely 
 
So that your arms would puzzle 
Their uncensored version  
Creeping and sneaking and 
Not wanting to be seen 
Starry eyed for another love 
Of the market industry  
 
(Bleach their memory  
                          Wash it in the sink)  
 
The sun is the exile and the exile 
Is The sun 
 
Exit strategy for histories 
From yours truly  
A decoding of a language of  
No one  
Only a galaxy of viciously ugly 
Wanting everything that is 
Nothing  
Wanting everything that is  
Nothing  
Travelling on this sphere 
With the radioactive vision  
Of the travel sensitive 
 
The sun it’s 
The sun The sun – 
 
I can no longer  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

COUNTER DANCE 
 

 
 
I’ll walk from the other side of the road 
   You’ll give me a scout salute 
       I’ll tailor myself in drawn clothes 
            You’ll burn me with the first number 
                  I’ll moan you of hearts 
                         You’ll dance to the furthest creatures 
                                 I’ll wear a fedora on my head 
                                          And never come back 

 
(Ah, the corner of my eye, 

And so suddenly!) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MARK FRANCIS JOHNSON 
 

 

MY LIFE AMONG YOU  

 
 
 

1 
 
 
As thick white shield and zigzag ribbon 
I identified. When I had rent on 
a glass of moderate power 
frequently I saw a minute globe 
upon honeysuckle vines which didn’t care 
if an hour or a day left 
all the points of roughening -flowers- where 
 
they were there.  
 
 
 
2 
 
 
Of course the vines knew memory 
 
would bin every flower, and a blur win 
the fair 
repair  
 
in such cases is difficult  
 
no access to the under parts 
 
liability of entanglement 
 
marring and breakage 
 
a frustrate feeding upon 
 
one’s anchorage. 
And so it was “by hand”  
as though by an engineering instinct 
an ordinary pocket lens my tool to fear 
my ribbon reaching upward & downward 
a leafy or silken castle outside the limits my goal 



an “outside” my myth 
 
I made my life among you, 
its lossy texture showing in pretty contrast 
to serpentine folds, bulb shaped tufts, tapering points  
the accidental determination of the frame 
arranged it with.  
 
 
 
3 
 
 
Why I surrendered to marines 
globes of pollen as my likeness 
I counted as many as twenty 
the action is fairly typical me 
two-thirds of it has been torn away 
naturally it jerks at sense 
trying to stand mutilated in my life 
and so  
 
it seems not much order in this act,  
the minute used for locomotion alone? 
Yes, I was going somewhere  
that point where the new string will cross 
crawling around the sides of all the sections 
having hurt.  
 
I’d read Concerning a Free Zone, 
yes  
 
 
 
4 
 
 
A tale I told myself and long ago myself  
 
 
                                              exploded 
                            about fair places designated corner loops 
 
    my animals  
“so swayed by habit, as places they persist  
are animals in fact” 
in fact is true. When   
 
out there on the spiral I heard it again 
told as wonderful not the ordinary rule  



I         suddenly felt my whole body relax.  
It was after a quite noticeable pause  
another day 
 
among you.  
 
 
 
5 
 
 
One morning in September 
imagining manse premises 
ampelopsis vines 
air briskly agitated 
 
after gentle manipulation with a camel hair brush 
I felt a sweet surprise   
I had as on a tender evening in July  
my birth-month if the docs don’t lie 
imagined instead a warm well-haunted room 
    the size of the world  
neat foodstuffs bursting a seaman’s chest 
the baby moon in size not shape.  
You all were there. I was 
 
creaming still, that yellow afternoon  
 
when 
my pants dropped leaving an inadhesive line 
exciting innumerable motes of dust. 
My earlier belt was very great.  
My earlier belt was a vine 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
Often I would lie awake filthy, shy, wondering 
what  
 
                     is a detail? 
 
One day  
pushing my marrow ahead of me as goods  
it by snare was taken. Why? 
 
 
 



7 
 
 
Each “interesting and curious, 
o interesting and curious”  
 
renewal of the strip cost 
me my dear bearings. Once  
 
prospecting among the morning glory leaves, 
lost, I cried, I did,  
 
interesting tears, curious   
the thickness of issue -  
 
familiars of our autumn fields will know - 
my face was like a low  
 
and wet location where life thrives, 
some crawling thing’s loved home.   
 
The labyrinth must have value as 
money does not.  
 
 
 
8 
 
 
The mouth of a tiny baylet 
agitation at every psychic point 
hairs domiciled in legions on my head 
did any of you go looking for this 
 
did any of you go looking for this 
the one year where I could get warm 
 
did any of you 
on your approach, from a distance, my shield 
a minute white dot 
 
the one year where I could get warm 
a chicken hugs as doom a stone wall ordering the sea 
angry my poor syllable is its thought 
mind hot 
the sky 
 
“armed with a pair of formidable claws” 
the wind and the rain. 
 



Chicken, named for a famous rock 
on another world ! 
 
 
 
9 
 
 
For you, I wanted abandoned foundations to 
 
equal  
 
greatness, the humblest creatures of the fields to glow, 
for you a special engineering skill or, no, 
an engineering school where you could show 
the uplifting of a pebble is never mere accident, tho 
                                                                                         
principles of action have 
 
nary a role, do not exist, for you 
 
I wanted the effects of wind without the moan 
yea, as promised those who left lo  
centuries ago  
 
for here 
and this, for you the premises, for you a potted ivy plant  
as counterpoise  
 
and sundry other objects too as 
 
needed, two more shoes, a swinging pedestal 
drawn here natural size, for you 
an ordinary pencil with which to do 
extraordinary things 
pay rent, the swaying of the trees, 
the rare beautiful knees,  
a position upon the garden path  
far from the unexploded mine, far, or far  
enough. 
 
For you, I wanted a nimble wit 
or the skill to assemble one from a kit 
or a really nimble-witted beast who’d share, for you 
the tubular den or home you’ve seen, in dreams 
in fog, in a certain sample eye, for you very beautiful  
proofs of  
x for  
you, y, for you a visit from a brother,  
for you a thicker, the  



thickest white shield, the ribbon 
the ribbon won, all the dove, for you the same. 
 
For you, I wanted the same, for you  
two pebbles and a straw, a dump 
of chippings, two pebbles and a straw, for you 
another case of adaptation to 
everything that made you you, for you the same,  
for you, I wanted a second line to a tuft of grass 
a third line dropping from point D,  
 
for all of you 
what was lost by me.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WILLIAM FULLER 

 

 

HERBIVORE 
 
 
 
I use the word ‘shall’ 
like a trombone 
pointed toward infinity 
 
I see them riding the March wind 
whereas 
‘others are where their bodies are’ 
 
there was some contrition 
there were some  
with a fast look  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GUIDANCE FROM LEADERSHIP 
 
 
 
getting beyond 
the mistake-proof vista 
oyer and terminer 
a dark one red 
 
the difference  
cannot be ascribed 
to Elsinore 
which fled 
 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 
PANCAKE STYLUS QUO 

 
 
someone harvested this 
from language 
and was frightened 
 
both of them  
lie flat 
on rotten wood 
 
taking scissors 
to it 
 
pancake stylus quo 
ten years time ago 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NAME 
 
 
the monogram wept 
layer upon layer 
 
of circular soup 
for a dog toy 

 

 

 

 



LAUREL UZIELL 

 
 

from  T 
 
 

1. 
 
Captive in semblance: the body cam pro- 
truding inwards, there is the image of a 
shattered contradiction cuts the lungflesh 
just across its edge. Bleed out, the trace of 
all inside now public, but it always was. To 
make the shocks more smooth, less ruptur- 
al, the same way that an enemy is made to 
nature. The law attempts to describe its ob- 
ject even as it makes it, now everyone must  
either be the perpetrator or the victim of a  
hate crime. Things change: this is simul- 
taneously true and violently unutterable, 
grammar with a broken neck, one’s 
migration into many at any level, still spli- 
ced, still whole.   



 
 
2. 
 
Mother, it is wrong. Ah thread’s con- 
vergence, terror blinks me, brings the  
sickly visible. Here you are in this box 
we have made this box for you and in 
this box you are guaranteed protection 
on the condition that you submit to  
speech, and in this box and from this 
box you can only speak when spoken  
to, when told the only truth is that  
which we can make you say. Reconcile 
extension, tooth to bar chipped what 
do you mean. This this box as in which 
to give a speech, to only speak and  
not be spoken for, as if even a voice  
but like glitched dream choke, here in 
real life. Like real light, the ray reflect- 
ed in the mirror in the box this box, 
get out. Protect what part against  
what part, form lies suffering on circ- 
umstance. I don’t understand the  
question, I don’t understand that it is 
a question, I don’t understand how  
the answer could not show the question 
to be wrong, could not utterly trans- 
form its premises mouth from which to 
speak. Gratuitous circumstance, tongue 
spilt misimage congruence, spittle on 
the podium, er, digression from trend, 
don’t make the joke that this is all pre- 
tense. At where the seam lends part to 
hole, the mismatched fundament, room 
for error boxed in. So boxed, leaking 
transports of ethics unintact, am be- 
come a precedent, as in before, as in  
history turned into nature. Intent dis- 
persed, removed from persons bearing 
rights, one right per person, such as  
the right to tell the truth, reliant on the 
voiding of another. Obstinate subject. 
 

  



 
 
 
 
3. 
 
Harm to speak imperative to speech 
to the blanket underside, hit by the 
 
same car every day. Risked voice to 
be immune in one another, as grant- 
 
ed personage, so to speak. Space’s  
other, selvedge burst this declaration, 
 
what violence risks the tongue as if 
to. Spoken in the wrong sensorium,  
 
impossible images discipline the  
brain, of people not like this. Snow 
 
flaked narcotic me, brought back to 
life by law, the needs you know as  
 
bare compulsion to continue meshed 
in grid, the sign your name. Duty’s im- 
 
pulse full of flesh, the entire coagulated 
history of the body lapsed here or 
 
in civic guise, a wretched framework. 

  



 
 
 
 
4. 
 
A particular quantity of wrong discards 
it’s quality, or maybe not, statistically im- 
poverished for care of me. What you 
could call abstraction has always been 
the ground we stood on as well as just its 
order.     Dis- 
position to the wind, triggered mutant pre- 
fix, the vast immutable economy of organs 
suffix to the real world swallowed outward, 
raw material and processed food. ‘It is  
human nature to stand in the middle of a 
thing’.     The 
middle shrunken to a rotten disc, crudely 
empirical, as custom or compulsion to re- 
peat. What does this have to do with how 
we live our lives, unvoiced beneath the  
clotted sky, the chaotic silence of natural 
law.     In- 
herent flaw repeated. The hole is a window 
through which you speak, for what becomes 
a norm, just how much can you bear.    



 
 
 
 
5. 
 
On dyadic time, the algebraic fungibility 
of a body made effective. The word  
forced out from all its affixes, curtail the 
 
measure of movement, gap to screaming 
limb. Or slotted into truth tables,  
our sexed computers malfunction and be 
 
come political. The medical reality only 
ever what you see outside until it 
pierces through you, eclipse the grated skin 
 
tag, o pristine sex disposal. Do become 
one, by forced application, as in 
not the other spoken for, every man and 
 
woman is a monster of the world’s making. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ASHWANI SHARMA 
 

 

     open//heart  

      

  //in memory of the grenfell dead 

 
 
…there must have been an explosion, an irruption  
somewhere, from the beginning of time, as time, and thus yet  
beyond time, neither time nor not time, indeed displacing time,  
before beginning, cavernous and massive, fractual, infinitely so;  
an earthquake or a volcano; a black hole in the whiteness of being, 
in the being of “whiteness…for the disaster now and yet to come. 

         //nahum chandler  

 

 

the silence walked as if time had stopped  
              out of time, the charred 
       tower,       tomb to the dead,   a black 
obelisk haunting    the city 
        cries reverberating against the shattered  
    dreams 
    we came to live, and live,  
and lived, we love 
     and die, and die, and died together, tick  
                     tick   
                            tick  
 
my metallic heart value       missed  
      a   beat,      burning  
                       tower, heart bleeding,  
remains remaining,                       impotent TV  
     simulacra,  
cacophony of media  
                          guilt 
      lost in the smoke of  
                          hypocrisy  
grieving souls,    sounding  
              grievance, enclosed in furnaces of  
speculative finance, flesh off 
the bone, suffocating abodes, I can’t  
    breathe,  



          cinders remain, lives    alone,  
together, as one - you and me  
                              and us.  
  
let them burn! rich stealing  
                                        life 
white lies,                capital murder,        death  
                   traps, rage  
rising, heart beating          
faster  
 
      Sunni said ‘dad’s death broke your heart’.  
 
dad’s open//broken heart,  
dead migrants, dead labour, there is no fire 
 
     without abstraction  
 
tick tick     tick    broken-hearted,  
the tower of anti//babel, the open//heart of  
        Notting Hill refusing accumulation  
by dispossession, dub step to other    syncopations 
       in/formation, de-formation ---  
 
                   the bass   infrastructure of  
sociality - opacity of nothingness -   
                 the dialectics of nothing is  
more or less than 1 
                     the bleeding heart of  
Handsworth 81, 85    the  
                  righteous rioting, babylon  
facing the music, rastas I-an-I, steel pulse,  
          Handsworth revolution, school discos,  
             body talk,   
broadway school, white flight  
         lozells, aston, perry  
barr, places that forgot time. Dad falls on the street 
              lying on the hospital table, dad did not  
rise. 
workers poisoned in the factories of postimperial fordist 
           death.  
 
the machinic recalibration 
            of immigrant souls,           invisible traces 
     fold outside, small  
                               gestures of love//unity 
          seize the time – in out of time Marvin ‘what’s going on? 
Maze featuring Frankie Beverley, ‘we are one’  
 
LKJ told us  a long time ago – Inglan is a Bitch,  



   the ontological condition  
                   of the island race, drowning 
in a sea of hate, opulence, indifference.   
               st george   
      soiled in the fakery of  
deluded grandeur    caught in the  
 
  banality of a not-so-new world order/  
         built on virtual data, and tea at Fortnum and  
Mason  
 
the syntax of carnival revelry in the now-time  
                 of 
   joy, undulating movements in the line, the 2nd  
                    line – can we feel  
          the heart’s 
arrhythmic       pulsations, frequencies,    resonating  
 
          the phonic flesh as Bacchannal   
 
the heart ripped out, love of the in//operative  
       multitude, 
improvised  
        inventive social poetics 
   the opacity of the undercommons  
                  under erasure 
 
For every Grenfell, fires burn. ashes to  
              ashes  
                            from Dacca to Gaza, burning  
           hell  
Darwish: alas it was paradise.  
 
  we run and  
            run, shout, bass rumblings, open//heart(s), green 
        heart 
    with love and life…  
                      spacing the spaces    of  
 
               nothing,  
haunted by the verticality  
                                         of subprime  
                                                             pressure 
 
     we fly fuck dream dance riot       revolt   
                                  memories of  
futures               lost in time. why do you hate? when love is  
       all we came with, we  
          the abject labour of          whiteness 
                                         can you hear the beats of  



        silence 
                                   
                            burning souls 
                   haunted tower   hedging capital 
  tick  
                             
                         tick 
 
 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



nick-e melville 

 

breæd 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

food for thought ligature one 



 

œmission 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

food for thought ligature two 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

food for thought ligature three 



NEHAAL BAJWA 
 
 

 

YEAR IN REVIEW 
 
 
 

You looked upon me with a look already dead 
The very first time you saw me 
A red dress, a prospect, a canyon to bridge 
 
All there was here was a good way to oblivion 
darker than its surrounding canvas, buy me a drink and stand over there and wait 
to be introduced, there’s nowhere to go but down, come back to bed 
 
I’ve been girled before I know her features, dank and slick and small.  
If you insist you know somebody already then, won’t you? you will 
I thought I was somebody else today but here I am still, drinking a Lilt 
 
This struggle’s lasted decades, al Qaeda to queer theory (as far back as the GREEKS) 
I put my glass down and it tipped the whole table  
I’m heavy, drowsy with power, the inevitable tenor of things.           Aimé Césaire, The Woman and the Flame 
 
Rollin around in all the Freud you read as a teenager, I’m sorry 
I didn’t keep my distance from the swinging metal knife above my head, Madonna Wh-o? 
I ask again and you lift the lid, smile, grease its corners, slam it back  
 
You put lavender oil on the pillow and it burned my skin 
Cologne for work now, pick me up from years ago and clone me 
Strip off vagueness as strategy as prison for the moral authority of newness 
 
These images grow viscous after a birthday, my mind is doubling, my twenty-fifth, with 
impunity between bouts of exercise and non-existent boundaries, harrowing dates with  
friends I loved, the mess was tangible, it was greasy, it was just – really haemorrhaging cash 
 
Crude Socratic creeping not thinking about your power not thinking about my weakness,  
or any other way, we’re natural bedfellows, thanks Sally Rooney and my Thursday morning 
lecture for the tip, it isn’t personal and we were like that too 
 
I’d have stroked the shoulders of any port in the storm 
limits unwieldy, moving like the deepest rhythms of an anxious child 
In my spitting chemical ecstasies I need a body to lie flat against and so do you and so did  
she and so did they, it doesn’t mean anything 
 
And why is everything about you, anyway, my degenerate tendons, my  
Compressed media nerve proto carpal tunnel 
I can’t help it, it’s just – 
Narrow by nature 
 
Your style is control from below, a magnet under the rink 
Microchipped the pro skaters and they keep falling down but you want them to admit it’s  
in their nature to fall, scorpions on your hapless frog 
 
And that’s just you all over 



The American strategists whispered Europe is indefensible    Aimé Césaire, Discourse on Colonialism 
and now you can’t wait to hiss it back, triumphant, ringing  
your hands, crying your tears, writing your Trump poems,  
watching the news, watching the news again, watching the  
news for ever on a tinier and tinier screen, filling your head  
with information that doesn’t affect you, doing nothing,  
saying nothing, til I could SCREAM, til you’re calling the police  
til you’re dragging me off the bed and into a fantasy, I’m the beast  
– I do hope the kind with tentacles – what do I drain men of  
exactly? I’m just a terrorist, anti-queer potentiality, which  
white boys just have more of, intrinsically 
where you from, originally 
I’ve never heard him speak that way to anyone 
oh sorry must be me how long I’ve worked to create this monster,  
cut off his sweet exterior and placed that tongue inside his mouth – I wonder why 
I wonder why 
I wonder what made him do that 
ffffuck you’re RACIST 
YOUR PARENTS ARE RACIST 
 
Sometimes it feels important when people at the pinnacle of social desirability say that you  
make sense, because they’re the ones who made you doubt it  
And you feel, maybe now it’s possible 
We all place somewhere on the continuum of apes 
If I can make this ape understand, I can make that ape – the apes are getting nothing from 
this comparison 
I just mean to say 
I’ve made my peace with your void 
Just don’t look at me like that again. 

 
  



 
 
 

COME, 
 
 

 

There’s almost something chilling about this almost 
Lining up, sitting ducks paying the penultimate price  
The ultimate price has always been  
Out through the nose, in through revolving doors, so. 
Happy to watch, happy to cling to  
The 10 types of people who eat succeed for breakfast 
Breathing all the way down  
And the banks are closed sheer postcode lottery, this is a heist 
This is a holy basil feast day  
This is a holiday for the patron saint of bartering for imported 
herbs with more than the usual number of leaves 
The usual penance of coins 
Look- it’s a time for family 
It’s a time for coming over and you can be far too honest with me 
Decant me I’m oddly reserved slaking thirsts erasing the lines 
Swapping the options 
Closing the doors while the attachment takes place 
In life as it is in miniature train set 
Elegant worms in stark terrarium entwined 
I am rifling rifling through my drawers on your behalf 
Sorting our urges 
Letting things happen from making things happen 
I am affected I am flushed with pardon 
His only living sibling says they were not economic migrants  
still there is always space  
if we could shelve this hope 
This inanimate day  
Pick out one thing ex cathedra 
stop chirpsing the police  
Papal infallibility for all 
Forgiven before we could speak 

 

 

 

 



IAIN MORRISON 
 
 

ALVIN LUCIER 
 

 

I notice the shortness of this recording of 
I am sitting in a room, different from the one you are in now 
I am recording the sound of my speaking voice 
and I am going to play it back into the room, again an’ again 
until the ~resonant frequencies of the room 
reinforce themselves 
so that any semblance of my speech 
with perhaps the exception of ~rhythm 
is destroyed 
what you will hear then are the ~natural ~resonant frequencies of the room 
articulated by speech 
I regard this activity ~not so much as a demonstration of a physical fact 
but~ more as a way to ~smooth out  
any irregularities my speech might have 
having already seen the first search record on YouTube 
is 45 minutes long 
I suspect, therefore 
that this recording represents only selected iterations 
indicative of an~  
in truth more full and gradual process of decay 
 
 
The word choice might 
indicates to me  
an aleatoric element to the performance 
I am sitting in a room, different from the one you are in now 
I am recording the sound of my speaking voice 
and I am going to play it back into the room, again an’ again 
[big breath] until the resonant frequencies of the room 
reinforce themselves 
so that any ~semblance of my speech 
with perhaps the exception of ~rhythm 
is destroyed 
what you will hear then are the natural resonant frequencies of the room 
articulated by speech 
I regard this activity ~not so much as a demonstration of a physical fact 
but more as a way to ~smooth out  
any irregularities my speech might have 
I notice the voice is higher in the 1969 ~recording 
on Ubuweb 



and the clear hiss indication  
that a record player is used I think 
I wonder if the record player’s speed relationship 
to that of Lucier’s original voice 
is the source of the pitch differential 

 
 

my speech might have 
again it indicates to me 
that I may not know 
precisely when points in this score 
will be affected 
on the emphases placed on are 
in the first line of the  
poem as I have lineated it 
~rather than on in~  
and voice than on speaking 
which I would have found more ~normal 
a first thought is  
that this choice is ~not a choice 
down to more a representation 
unconscious 
of Lucier’s origin accent 
I am sitting in a room, different from the one  
like the use of from  
there where I would have used to 
you are in now that was one 
and I am recording my speaking voice that was another 
where I would have emphasised speaking  
instead 
I come to a second conclusion~ 
that the accented words are artefacts 
of a known negotiation  
around consonants in my speech  
I notice are likely  
to provoke irregularity 
 
the closest iterations 
to an end point 
I choose not to iterate 
I am sitting in a room  
the same one you are in now 
I am recording the sound of my speaking voice 
I am sitting in a room 
he changes it for live performance I realise 
from a YouTube behind the scenes documentary 
published in 2014 
It creates an audio artefact 
that presumably wasn’t meant to exist 
and in which 



also there are no irregularities 
to his words 
to start with 
then he sits on the stage 
watching his words 
sublimate 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DAVID GRUNDY 

 

 

 

DARKNESS FALLING  
  
 
 

Darkness falling burned our eyes. 
 
What this has to do with the  
furnace of days, why speaking in the con- 

catenation constant incan- 
tations breathed-in for size: try it, then exhale, 
the spot shadowed the sun. 
 
Darkness spoken, in the bright speech clatter 
flattens angle of shadow, rehearsing for the end 
in the structures collapsing, hardened resolve, 
firming to filmy wash the water I poured from the rim. 
 
Darkness stolen, falling burning bright; 
for the ritual we lack, what we left,  
wishing for the word’s release; 
Trying to love in the palace where we  
none of us feel at home, hold the closest close,  
 
gaping or gasping for relief.  
 
 
 
  



POEM (THEY BROUGHT ME TO HEAR)  
 
 
 
They brought me to hear 
raw o in my mouth 
 
And they brought me here 
where whoever has what’s hacked in words, 
assembled to make the sign that fixes then fades, 
and whoever has what’s close and draws in by its glinting,  
re-forms on the verge, dropped 
emotion  

at a distance 
     in  

  gentle 
      descent: 
the journey announced backwards 
a heavy alignment  
 
Saw it again 
 blasted the rise 
and you say it is a climbing or a hiding 
a biding of time not bid for 
if we’re allowed that: 
 

The reading that  
they  
that  
have ears 

keep close to their side 
as a precious and fragile pitch 
beyond excitement 
beyond endorsement; 
 
 
What happens when re- 
verberating the wake 
slows calamity, in dis- 
 solving preserves, 
the province of promise  
as presence in crevasse 
deep and open 
held together by its cracks 

tipped descended—  
 
It comes and it goes, 
but in the slot the echoes still cling   
in the slot still clinging clamber back 
by practice, and study,  



and the searing holding 
of truth in patience, and quiet resolve 
reserved for when it’s needed  
 
The trees in zilch disturbed 
Hood flaps back 
car turns 
hammer in the basket fell out 
snippets fading, soundless in announcement  
you could let this all pass undisturbed 
let it pass forgotten with the trace of the 
moon as it burns, in passing, in the ditch, 
before the clouds catch home, cover 
 over 
then 
 turn 
 
 
As the gate cries out 

key turns 
there was a band around it 
beyond repair 
glow sunk back 
the joins show 
as we clamber to pass 
pasted post 
hanging waiting 
who will remake 
begin with no conceived 
end 
 
the branches shake 
the bird sang 
when there was no breath left to take 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


